EPOXY - POUR IN GROUT
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A Silica Sand filled epoxy possessing outstanding strength and adhesive power - self levelling.
AREAS OF USE
Bedding machinery - Bearing pads - Repairs to concrete in a pour-in situation - Re-bedding quarry
tiles in floor repairs.
LIMITATIONS
Self levelling - will flow from small degree of angle.
APPLICATION
Ensure surface is clean and dry from contamination such as grease, oil, paint, etc. Remove any and
all loose or crumbling material. Mix POUR IN GROUT 8 parts by volume of BASE with 1 part volume
of HARDENER. Mix well until a uniform colour and mixture is achieved - pour into cavity to be
repaired. POUR IN GROUT can be applied to the repairs or job loading into cartridge type
applicators.
Once mixed, POUR IN GROUT must be applied with 20 minutes.
CURING
Pot life is approximately 20 minutes depending on volume and temperature. Cure takes 18 hours at
20°C. Full cure is only obtained when temperature is above 12°C.
This takes 7 days to achieve.
CLEANING AND SAFETY
Clean gear with EPOXY THINNERS. BARRIER CREAM and protective gloves should be used
when handling epoxies. NEVER wash hands with EPDXY THINNERS. Use warm soapy water.
SUPPLIED
In the following sizes: 1.125 Iitre
2.250 litre
4.500 litre
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: Do not use near fire or flames. Harmful or fatal if swallowed Use disposable
gloves to avoid skin contamination. If resin comes into contact with skin, wash uncured resin off with
soap and water. Wear safety glasses to avoid eye contamination. Mixed formulation contains Epoxy
Resin and Amines. If swallowed do not induce vomiting. Give a glass of water. Contact a Doctor or
the Poisons National Information Centre on 0800 764 766 (Urgent information only). Eye
Contamination: Hold eyes open and flood with water for at least 15 minutes. See a Doctor
immediately.
WARRANTY
Because the use of this product is beyond the control of the manufacturer, no liability or
responsibility can be accepted for any loss or damage arising from its application or use.
Liability for faulty material is limited to product replacement only.
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